1. The Secret of the Easy Yoke
Take my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly
in heart: and you shall find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is
easy, and my burden is light.
MATTHEW 11:29–30

His commands are not burdensome.
1 JOHN 5:3, NIV

A more reasonable estimate of human costs and values will lead
us to think that no labour is better expended than that which explores the way to the treasure-houses of the spirit, and shows
mankind where to find those goods which are increased by being
shared, and which none can take from us.
WILLIAM RALPH INGE

“Christianity has not so much been tried and found wanting, as
it has been found difficult and left untried.” So said that insightful
and clever Christian, G. K. Chesterton. Whether or not he was totally
serious, there is almost universal belief in the immense difficulty of
being a real Christian. The vast, grim “cost of discipleship” is something we hear constantly emphasized. Chesterton’s observation can
at least be taken as reflecting the attitude of many serious people
toward The Way of Christ.
But it must not be left to stand as the whole truth. We would do
far better to lay a clear, constant emphasis upon the cost of non-discipleship as well. As Søren Kierkegaard reminds us, “It costs a man
just as much or even more to go to hell than to come to heaven.
Narrow, exceedingly narrow is the way to perdition!”1
Proverbs 13:15 tells us that it is the way of the transgressor that is
hard. We can also learn this by candid observation of life. Actually,
a large part of the Old Testament book of Proverbs merely records
the results of such observation. The whole book is a song
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of praise for the path of the righteous over that of the wicked, leaving
no doubt in which life, joy and strength are to be found.
To depart from righteousness is to choose a life of crushing burdens, failures, and disappointments, a life caught in the toils of
endless problems that are never resolved. Here is the source of that
unending soap opera, that sometimes horror show known as normal
human life. The “cost of discipleship,” though it may take all we
have, is small when compared to the lot of those who don’t accept
Christ’s invitation to be a part of his company in The Way of life.
The words of Jesus quoted above from Matthew 11:29–30 present
an alternative to the desolation of life lived apart from God. Yet, in
all honesty, most Christians probably find both Jesus’ statement and
its reiteration by the author of 1 John (5:3) to be more an expression
of a hope or even a mere wish than a statement about the substance
of their lives. To many, Jesus’ words are frankly bewildering. We
hear them often quoted, because the idea they express is obviously
one that attracts and delights, but there seems to be something about
the way we approach them, something about what we think it means
to walk with Christ and obey him, that prevents most of us from
entering into the reality which they express. The ease, lightness, and
power of his Way we rarely enjoy, much less see, as the pervasive
and enduring quality of our street-level human existence.
So we do not have the strength we should have, and Jesus’ commandments become overwhelmingly burdensome to us. In fact,
many Christians cannot even believe he actually intended for us to
carry them out. So what is the result? His teachings are treated as a
mere ideal, one that we may better ourselves by aiming for but know
we are bound to fall glaringly short of.
It’s a familiar story. “We’re only human,” we say, and “to err is
human.” Such pronouncements may be for another age or “dispensation,” we may think—or possibly they’re for when we are in
heaven. But they cannot be for us now. Not really. Jesus could not
have imposed anything that hard upon us. And beside, we’re in a
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period of grace—we are saved by grace, not by anything we do—so
obedience to Christ is actually not necessary. And it is so hard,
anyway; it cannot be expected of us, much less enjoyed by us.
And so we reason. All of our reasonings cannot, however, remove
the thought that Jesus calls us to follow him—to follow him now,
not after death.
No one denies that we would be far better off and our world an
immeasurably better place, if we were to conform in deed and spirit
to who he is and what he taught. And all of our lack of understanding doesn’t cancel his offer of an easy yoke and a light burden, in
which our souls can find rest. That offer, like his call to follow him,
is clearly made to us here and now, in the midst of this life where
we labor and bear impossible burdens and cry out for rest. It’s true.
It’s real. We have only to grasp the secret of entering into that easy
yoke.
What then is the secret? There is a simple answer to this all-important question. It is one that can be introduced and even made completely clear, by comparing some facts with which we are all familiar
Think of certain young people who idolize an outstanding baseball
player. They want nothing so much as to pitch or run or hit as well
as their idol. So what do they do? When they are playing in a baseball
game, they all try to behave exactly as their favorite baseball star
does. The star is well known for sliding head first into bases, so the
teenagers do too. The star holds his bat above his head, so the teenagers do too. These young people try anything and everything their
idol does, hoping to be like him—they buy the type shoes the star
wears, the same glove he uses, the same bat.
Will they succeed in performing like the star, though? We all know
the answer quite well. We know that they won’t succeed if all they
do is try to be like him in the game—no matter how gifted they may
be in their own way. And we all understand why. The star performer
himself didn’t achieve his excellence by trying to behave in a certain
way only during the game. Instead, he chose an overall life of preparation of mind and body, pouring all his ener-
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gies into that total preparation, to provide a foundation in the body’s
automatic responses and strength for his conscious efforts during
the game.
Those exquisite responses we see, the amazing timing and strength
such an athlete displays, aren’t produced and maintained by the
short hours of the game itself. They are available to the athlete for
those short and all-important hours because of a daily regimen no
one sees. For example, the proper diet and rest and the exercises for
specific muscles are not a part of the game itself, but without them
the athlete certainly would not perform outstandingly. Some of these
daily habits may even seem silly to us, but the successful athlete
knows that his disciplines must be undertaken, and undertaken
rightly, or all his natural talents and best efforts will go down in
defeat to others who have disciplined themselves in preparation for
game time.
What we find here is true of any human endeavor capable of
giving significance to our lives. We are touching upon a general
principle of human life. It’s true for the public speaker or the musician, the teacher or the surgeon. A successful performance at a moment of crisis rests largely and essentially upon the depths of a self
wisely and rigorously prepared in the totality of its being—mind
and body.
And what is true of specific activities is, of course, also true of life
as a whole. As Plato long ago saw, there is an art of living, and the
living is excellent only when the self is prepared in all the depths
and dimensions of its being.
Further, this is not a truth to be set aside when we come to our
relationship with God. We are saved by grace, of course, and by it
alone, and not because we deserve it. That is the basis of God’s acceptance of us. But grace does not mean that sufficient strength and
insight will be automatically “infused” into our being in the moment
of need. Abundant evidence for this claim is available precisely in
the experience of any Christian. We only have to look at the facts.
A baseball player who expects to excel in the game without adequate
exercise of his body is no more ridiculous than the Christian who
hopes to be able to act in the manner of Christ
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when put to the test without the appropriate exercise in godly living.
As is obvious from the record of his own life, Jesus understood
this fact well and lived accordingly. Because of the contemporary
bias with which we read the Gospels—a bias we’ll be discussing
later—we have great difficulty seeing the main emphases in his life
We forget that being the unique Son of God clearly did not relieve
him of the necessity of a life of preparation that was mainly spent
out of the public eye. In spite of the auspicious events surrounding
his birth, he grew up in the seclusion of a simple family in lowly
Nazareth. At the age of twelve, as Luke 2:45 tells us, he exhibited
astonishing understanding “in the midst of the doctors” in Jerusalem.
Yet he returned to his home with his parents and for the next eighteen years was subject to the demands of his family.
Then, after receiving baptism at the hands of his cousin, John the
Baptist, Jesus was in solitude and fasted for a month and a half. Afterward, as his ministry proceeded, he was alone much of the time,
often spending the entire night in solitude and prayer before serving
the needs of his disciples and hearers the following day.
Out of such preparation, Jesus was able to lead a public life of
service through teaching and healing. He was able to love his closest
companions to the end—even though they often disappointed him
greatly and seemed incapable of entering into his faith and works.
And then he was able to die a death unsurpassed for its intrinsic
beauty and historical effect.
And in this truth lies the secret of the easy yoke: the secret involves
living as he lived in the entirety of his life—adopting his overall lifestyle. Following “in his steps” cannot be equated with behaving as
he did when he was “on the spot.” To live as Christ lived is to live
as he did all his life.
Our mistake is to think that following Jesus consists in loving our
enemies, going the “second mile,” turning the other cheek, suffering
patiently and hopefully—while living the rest of our lives just as
everyone around us does. This is like the aspiring young baseball
players mentioned earlier. It’s a strategy bound to fail and to make
the way of Christ “difficult and left untried.” In truth it is
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not the way of Christ anymore than striving to act in a certain manner
in the heat of a game is the way of the champion athlete.
Whatever may have guided us into this false approach, it is simply
a mistake. And it will certainly cause us to find Jesus’ commands
about our actions during specific situations impossibly burdensome—“grievous” as the King James Version of the New Testament
puts it. Instead of an easy yoke, all we’ll experience is frustration.
But this false approach to following Christ has counterparts
throughout human life. It is part of the misguided and whimsical
condition of humankind that we so devoutly believe in the power
of effort-at-the-moment-of-action alone to accomplish what we want
and completely ignore the need for character change in our lives as
a whole. The general human failing is to want what is right and
important, but at the same time not to commit to the kind of life that
will produce the action we know to be right and the condition we
want to enjoy. This is the feature of human character that explains
why the road to hell is paved with good intentions. We intend what
is right, but we avoid the life that would make it reality.
For example, some people would genuinely like to pay their bills
and be financially responsible, but they are unwilling to lead the
total life that would make that possible. Others would like to have
friends and an interesting social life, but they will not adapt themselves so that they become the kind of people for whom such things
“come naturally.”
The same concept applies on a larger scale. Many people lament
the problem of today’s tragic sexual behaviors, yet are content to let
the role of sex in business, art, journalism, and recreation remain at
the depraved level from which such tragedy naturally comes. And
others say they would like to get rid of the weapons of warfare, but
at the same time they maintain the attitudes and values toward
people and nations that make warfare inevitable. We prefer no social
unrest or revolution—as long as our style of life is preserved.
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In his recent book The Road Less Traveled, psychiatrist M. Scott
Peck observes:
There are many people I know who possess a vision of [personal]
evolution yet seem to lack the will for it. They want, and believe it
is possible, to skip over the discipline, to find an easy shortcut to
sainthood. Often they attempt to attain it by simply imitating the
superficialities of saints, retiring to the desert or taking up carpentry.
Some even believe that by such imitation they have really become
saints and prophets, and are unable to acknowledge that they are
still children and face the painful fact that they must start at the beginning and go through the middle.2
So, ironically, in our efforts to avoid the necessary pains of discipline
we miss the easy yoke and light burden. We then fall into the rending
frustration of trying to do and be the Christian we know we ought
to be without the necessary insight and strength that only discipline
can provide. We become unbalanced and are unable to handle our
lives. Dr. Peck reminds us of Carl Jung’s penetrating diagnosis:
“Neurosis is always a substitute for legitimate suffering.”3
So, those who say we cannot truly follow Christ turn out to be
correct in a sense. We cannot behave “on the spot” as he did and
taught if in the rest of our time we live as everybody else does. The
“on the spot” episodes are not the place where we can, even by the
grace of God, redirect unchristlike but ingrained tendencies of action
toward sudden Christlikeness. Our efforts to take control at that
moment will fail so uniformly and so ingloriously that the whole
project of following Christ will appear ridiculous to the watching
world. We’ve all seen this happen.
So, we should be perfectly clear about one thing: Jesus never expected us simply to turn the other cheek, go the second mile, bless
those who persecute us, give unto them that ask, and so forth. These
responses, generally and rightly understood to be characteristic of
Christlikeness, were set forth by him as illustrative of what might
be expected of a new kind of person—one who intelligently and
steadfastly seeks, above all else, to live within the
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rule of God and be possessed by the kind of righteousness that God
himself has, as Matthew 6:33 portrays.
Instead, Jesus did invite people to follow him into that sort of life
from which behavior such as loving one’s enemies will seem like
the only sensible and happy thing to do. For a person living that life,
the hard thing to do would be to hate the enemy, to turn the supplicant away, or to curse the curser, just as it was for Christ. True
Christlikeness, true companionship with Christ, comes at the point
where it is hard not to respond as he would.
Oswald Chambers observes: “The Sermon on the Mount is not a
set of principles to be obeyed apart from identification with Jesus
Christ. The Sermon on the Mount is a statement of the life we will
live when the Holy Spirit is getting his way with us.”4 In other
words, no one ever says, “If you want to be a great athlete, go vault
eighteen feet, run the mile under four minutes,” or “If you want to
be a great musician, play the Beethoven violin concerto.” Instead,
we advise the young artist or athlete to enter a certain kind of overall
life, one involving deep associations with qualified people as well
as rigorously scheduled time, diet, and activity for the mind and
body.
But what would we tell someone who aspired to live well in general? If we are wise, we would tell them to approach life with this
same general strategy. So, if we wish to follow Christ—and to walk
in the easy yoke with him—we will have to accept his overall way
of life as our way of life totally. Then, and only then, we may reasonably expect to know by experience how easy is the yoke and how
light the burden.
Some decades ago there appeared a very successful Christian
novel called In His Steps. The plot tells of a chain of tragic events
that brings the minister of a prosperous church to realize how unlike
Christ’s life his own life had become. The minister then leads his
congregation in a vow not to do anything without first asking
themselves the question, “What would Jesus do in this case?” As
the content of the book makes clear, the author took this vow to be
the same thing as intending to follow Jesus—to walk precisely “in
his steps.” It is, of course, a novel, but even in real
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life we would count on significant changes in the lives of earnest
Christians who took such a vow—just as it happens in that book.
But there is a flaw in this thinking. The book is entirely focused
upon trying to do what Jesus supposedly would do in response to
specific choices. In the book, there’s no suggestion that he ever did
anything but make right choices from moment to moment. And
more interestingly, there is no suggestion that his power to choose
rightly was rooted in the kind of overall life he had adopted in order
to maintain his inner balance and his connection with his Father.
The book does not state that to follow in his steps is to adopt the
total manner of life he did. So the idea conveyed is an absolutely
fatal one—that to follow him simply means to try to behave as he
did when he was “on the spot,” under pressure or persecution or in
the spotlight. There is no realization that what he did in such cases
was, in a large and essential measure, the natural outflow of the life
he lived when not on the spot.
Asking ourselves “What would Jesus do?” when suddenly in the
face of an important situation simply is not an adequate discipline
or preparation to enable one to live as he lived. It no doubt will do
some good and is certainly better than nothing at all, but that act
alone is not sufficient to see us boldly and confidently through a
crisis, and we could easily find ourselves driven to despair over the
powerless tension it will put us through.
The secret of the easy yoke, then, is to learn from Christ how to
live our total lives, how to invest all our time and our energies of
mind and body as he did. We must learn how to follow his preparations, the disciplines for life in God’s rule that enabled him to receive his Father’s constant and effective support while doing his
will. We have to discover how to enter into his disciplines from
where we stand today—and no doubt, how to extend and amplify
them to suit our needy cases.
This attitude, this action is our necessary preparation for taking
the yoke of Christ and is the subject of the rest of this book. We shall
be discussing how to actually follow Christ—to live as he lived. This
book is intended for those who would be a disciple of Jesus in deed.
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Do you believe that such a life is possible? I do. Emphatically. I
am writing about what it means to follow him and about how following him fits into the Christian’s salvation. I want to explain, with
some precision and detailed fullness, how activities such as solitude,
silence, fasting, prayer, service, celebration—disciplines for life in
the spiritual kingdom of God and activities in which Jesus deeply
immersed himself—are essential to the deliverance of human beings
from the concrete power of sin and how they can make the experience of the easy yoke a reality in life. By focusing on the whole of
Christ’s life and the lives of many who have best succeeded in following him, I will outline a psychologically and theologically sound,
testable way to meet grace and fully conform to him.
The secret of the easy yoke is simple, actually. It is the intelligent,
informed, unyielding resolve to live as Jesus lived in all aspects of
his life, not just in the moment of specific choice or action. The secret
described in these pages has been placed within your reach. In the following
pages, you will see both why and how that kind of resolve leads to
a life with Jesus, as we begin to form a theology of the disciplines
for the spiritual life.
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